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One-of-a-kind coverage on the fundamentals of foundation analysis and design Analysis and Design of
Shallow and Deep Foundations is a significant new resource to the engineering principles used in the
analysis and design of both shallow and deep, load-bearing foundations for a variety of building and
structural types. Its unique presentation focuses on new developments in computer-aided analysis and soilstructure interaction, including foundations as deformable bodies. Written by the world's leading
foundation engineers, Analysis and Design of Shallow and Deep Foundations covers everything from soil
investigations and loading analysis to major types of foundations and construction methods. It also features:
* Coverage on computer-assisted analytical methods, balanced with standard methods such as site visits
and the role of engineering geology * Methods for computing the capacity and settlement of both shallow
and deep foundations * Field-testing methods and sample case studies, including projects where
foundations have failed, supported with analyses of the failure * CD-ROM containing demonstration
versions of analytical geotechnical software from Ensoft, Inc. tailored for use by students in the classroom
Foundation Design and Construction - Michael John Tomlinson 2001

Geotechnical and Foundation Engineering - Robert W. Day 1999
Designed to give engineers a crash course in all aspects of modern geotechnical and foundation
engineering Takes readers step-by-step through the typical process of a design project--from proposalwriting to the final preparation of the "as built" report Includes numerous visual aids: photographs, charts,
tables, and more than 350 illustrations
Optimization of Design for Better Structural Capacity - Belgasmia, Mourad 2018-11-16
Despite the development of advanced methods, models, and algorithms, optimization within structural
engineering remains a primary method for overcoming potential structural failures. With the overarching
goal to improve capacity, limit structural damage, and assess the structural dynamic response, further
improvements to these methods must be entertained. Optimization of Design for Better Structural Capacity
is an essential reference source that discusses the advancement and augmentation of optimization designs
for better behavior of structure under different types of loads, as well as the use of these advanced designs
in combination with other methods in civil engineering. Featuring research on topics such as industrial
software, geotechnical engineering, and systems optimization, this book is ideally designed for architects,
professionals, researchers, engineers, and academicians seeking coverage on advanced designs for use in
civil engineering environments.
Foundation Design and Construction - Michael John Tomlinson 2001
A text that introduces basic theory and uses case studies, worked examples, and design charts to cover
types of foundations such as shallow strip and basement structures, and foundation design for various
conditions. Includes discussion of computer-aided design, and bandw photos and diagrams. This sixth
edition contains new material on bridge foundations and the draft Eurocode. For civil engineering
undergraduates, and postgraduate students in geotechnical engineering, soil mechanics, and engineering
geology. Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Mathematical Foundations for Design - Robert M. Stark 2005-01-05
Text develops typical mathematical techniques of operations research and systems engineering and applies
them to design and operation of civil engineering systems. Solutions to selected problems; solution guide
available upon request. 1972 edition.
Geotechnical Engineering - V.N.S. Murthy 2002-10-25
A must have reference for any engineer involved with foundations, piers, and retaining walls, this
remarkably comprehensive volume illustrates soil characteristic concepts with examples that detail a
wealth of practical considerations, It covers the latest developments in the design of drilled pier
foundations and mechanically stabilized earth retaining wall and explores a pioneering approach for
predicting the nonlinear behavior of laterally loaded long vertical and batter piles. As complete and
authoritative as any volume on the subject, it discusses soil formation, index properties, and classification;
soil permeability, seepage, and the effect of water on stress conditions; stresses due to surface loads; soil
compressibility and consolidation; and shear strength characteristics of soils. While this book is a valuable
teaching text for advanced students, it is one that the practicing engineer will continually be taking off the
shelf long after school lets out. Just the quick reference it affords to a huge range of tests and the
appendices filled with essential data, makes it an essential addition to an civil engineering library.
Analysis and Design of Shallow and Deep Foundations - Lymon C. Reese 2005-11-25
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Analysis, Design and Construction of Foundations - Yung Ming Cheng 2021-02-22
Analysis, Design and Construction of Foundations outlines methods for analysis and design of the
construction of shallow and deep foundations with particular reference to case studies in Hong Kong and
China, as well as a discussion of the methods used in other countries. It introduces the main approaches
used by geotechnical and structural engineers, and the precautions required for planning, design and
construction of foundation structures. Some computational methods and computer programmes are
reviewed to provide tools for performing a more realistic analysis of foundation systems. The authors
examine in depth the methods used for constructing shallow foundations, deep foundations, excavation and
lateral support systems, slope stability analysis and construction, and ground monitoring for proper site
management. Some new and innovative foundation construction methods are also introduced. It is
illustrated with case studies of failures and defects from actual construction projects. Some advanced and
modern theories are also covered in this book. This book is more targeted towards the understanding of the
basic behavior and the actual construction of many geotechnical works, and this book is not dedicated to
any design code or specification, though Euro codes and Hong Kong code are also used in this book for
illustration. It is ideal for consulting geotechnical engineers, undergraduate and postgraduate students.
Foundation Engineering in the Face of Uncertainty - James Lawrence Withiam 2013
Forensic Geotechnical and Foundation Engineering - Robert Day 1999
Learn how to conduct a professional forensic geotechnical and foundation investigation Clearly written and
easy to use, this authoritative book shows you step-by-step how to: INVESTIGATE damage, deterioration, or
collapse in a structure EVALUATE problems caused by settlement, expansive soil, slope movement,
moisture intrusion, and more INVESTIGATE damage from earthquakes and other natural causes
DETERMINE what caused the damage DEVELOP repair recommendations PREPARE files and reports
AVOID civil liability No matter what caused the structural damage, this book will help you pinpoint it and, if
necessary, suggest a remedy. With advice on all aspects of the process, from accepting the assignment to
testifying compellingly, this book is your all-in-one guide to geotechnical and foundation investigations in
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forensic engineering.
Shallow Foundations - Tharwat M. Baban 2016-04-12
Shallow Foundations: Discussions and Problem Solving is written for civil engineers and all civil
engineering students taking courses in soil mechanics and geotechnical engineering. It covers the analysis,
design and application of shallow foundations, with a primary focus on the interface between the structural
elements and underlying soil. Topics such as site investigation, foundation contact pressure and settlement,
vertical stresses in soils due to foundation loads, settlements, and bearing capacity are all fully covered,
and a chapter is devoted to the structural design of different types of shallow foundations. It provides
essential data for the design of shallow foundations under normal circumstances, considering both the
American (ACI) and the European (EN) Standard Building Code Requirements, with each chapter being a
concise discussion of critical and practical aspects. Applications are highlighted through solving a relatively
large number of realistic problems. A total of 180 problems, all with full solutions, consolidate
understanding of the fundamental principles and illustrate the design and application of shallow
foundations.
Basics of Foundation Design - Bengt Fellenius 2017-03-17
The "Red Book" presents a background to conventional foundation analysis and design. The text is not
intended to replace the much more comprehensive 'standard' textbooks, but rather to support and augment
these in a few important areas, supplying methods applicable to practical cases handled daily by practising
engineers and providing the basic soil mechanics background to those methods. It concentrates on the
static design for stationary foundation conditions. Although the topic is far from exhaustively treated, it
does intend to present most of the basic material needed for a practising engineer involved in routine
geotechnical design, as well as provide the tools for an engineering student to approach and solve common
geotechnical design problems.
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF FOUNDATION DESIGN - M. N. SOM 2003-01-01
This comprehensive text on foundation design is intended to introduce students of civil engineering,
architecture, and environmental disciplines to the fundamentals of designing sound foundations and their
implementation. It offers an in-depth coverage of pre- and post-design methodologies that include soil
identification, site investigation, interpretation of soil data and design parameters, foundations on different
soil types through to settlements, seismic responses, and construction concerns. Though the book is woven
around principles of foundation design, it also incorporates application aspects that bridge theory and
practice. As an issue of contemporary importance it discusses geotechnical details of developing
earthquake resistant designs for different soil types. In addition, the authors provide an extensive account
of ground improvement techniques. Supported by the abundance of real-world events/situations and
examples that help students master the text concepts, this volume becomes an incisive text and reference
guide.
Foundation Design - Donald P. Coduto 2001
Intended for undergraduate/graduate-level foundation engineering courses. This book emphasizes a
thorough understanding of concepts and terms before proceeding with analysis and design, and integrates
the principles of foundation engineering with their application to practical design problems.
Foundation Engineering for Expansive Soils - John D. Nelson 2015-02-09
Your guide to the design and construction of foundations on expansive soils Foundation Engineering for
Expansive Soils fills a significant gap in the current literature by presenting coverage of the design and
construction of foundations for expansive soils. Written by an expert author team with nearly 70 years of
combined industry experience, this important new work is the only modern guide to the subject, describing
proven methods for identifying and analyzing expansive soils and developing foundation designs
appropriate for specific locations. Expansive soils are found worldwide and are the leading cause of damage
to structural roads. The primary problem that arises with regard to expansive soils is that deformations are
significantly greater than in non-expansive soils and the size and direction of the deformations are difficult
to predict. Now, Foundation Engineering for Expansive Soils gives engineers and contractors coverage of
this subject from a design perspective, rather than a theoretical one. Plus, they'll have access to case
studies covering the design and construction of foundations on expansive salts from both commercial and
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residential projects. Provides a succinct introduction to the basics of expansive soils and their threats
Includes information on both shallow and deep foundation design Profiles soil remediation techniques,
backed-up with numerous case studies Covers the most commonly used laboratory tests and site
investigation techniques used for establishing the physical properties of expansive soils If you're a
practicing civil engineer, geotechnical engineer or contractor, geologist, structural engineer, or an upperlevel undergraduate or graduate student of one of these disciplines, Foundation Engineering for Expansive
Soils is a must-have addition to your library of resources.
Foundation Engineering Handbook - Hsai-Yang Fang 2013-06-29
More than ten years have passed since the first edition was published. During that period there have been a
substantial number of changes in geotechnical engineering, especially in the applications of foundation
engineering. As the world population increases, more land is needed and many soil deposits previously
deemed unsuitable for residential housing or other construction projects are now being used. Such areas
include problematic soil regions, mining subsidence areas, and sanitary landfills. To overcome the problems
associated with these natural or man-made soil deposits, new and improved methods of analysis, design,
and implementation are needed in foundation construction. As society develops and living standards rise,
tall buildings, transportation facilities, and industrial complexes are increasingly being built. Because of the
heavy design loads and the complicated environments, the traditional design concepts, construction
materials, methods, and equipment also need improvement. Further, recent energy and material shortages
have caused additional burdens on the engineering profession and brought about the need to seek
alternative or cost-saving methods for foundation design and construction.
Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering - D.L. Shah 2003-01-01
Dealing with the fundamentals and general principles of soil mechanics and geotechnical engineering, this
text also examines the design methodology of shallow / deep foundations, including machine foundations. In
addition to this, the volume explores earthen embankments and retaining structures, including an
investigation into ground improvement techniques, such as geotextiles, reinforced earth, and more
Foundation Design - N. S. V. Kamesware Rao 2010-12-30
In Foundation Design: Theory and Practice, Professor N. S. V. Kameswara Rao covers the key aspects of the
subject, including principles of testing, interpretation, analysis, soil-structure interaction modeling,
construction guidelines, and applications to rational design. Rao presents a wide array of numerical
methods used in analyses so that readers can employ and adapt them on their own. Throughout the book
the emphasis is on practical application, training readers in actual design procedures using the latest codes
and standards in use throughout the world. Presents updated design procedures in light of revised codes
and standards, covering: American Concrete Institute (ACI) codes Eurocode 7 Other British Standard-based
codes including Indian codes Provides background materials for easy understanding of the topics, such as:
Code provisions for reinforced concrete Pile design and construction Machine foundations and construction
practices Tests for obtaining the design parameters Features subjects not covered in other foundation
design texts: Soil-structure interaction approaches using analytical, numerical, and finite element methods
Analysis and design of circular and annular foundations Analysis and design of piles and groups subjected
to general loads and movements Contains worked out examples to illustrate the analysis and design
Provides several problems for practice at the end of each chapter Lecture materials for instructors
available on the book's companion website Foundation Design is designed for graduate students in civil
engineering and geotechnical engineering. The book is also ideal for advanced undergraduate students,
contractors, builders, developers, heavy machine manufacturers, and power plant engineers. Students in
mechanical engineering will find the chapter on machine foundations helpful for structural engineering
applications. Companion website for instructor resources: www.wiley.com/go/rao
Geotechnical Engineering Design - Ming Xiao 2015-05-26
An accessible, clear, concise, and contemporary course in geotechnical engineering design. covers the
major in geotechnical engineering packed with self-test problems and projects with an on-line detailed
solutions manual presents the state-of-the-art field practice covers both Eurocode 7 and ASTM standards
(for the US)
Geotechnical Design to Eurocode 7 - Trevor L.L. Orr 2012-12-06
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The purpose of this book is to explain the philosophy set out in Eurocode 7, the new European code of
practice for geotechnical design, and, by means of series of typical examples, to show how this philosophy
is used in practice. This book is aimed at: • practising engineers, to assist them to carry out geotechnical
designs to Eurocode 7 using the limit state design method and partial factors; • lecturers and students on
courses where design to Eurocode 7 is being taught. It is envisaged that practising engineers, using this
book to assist them carry out geotechnical designs to Eurocode 7, will have access to the prestandard
version of Eurocode 7, ENV 1997 -I, so the authors have concentrated on the main principles and have not
provided a commentary on all the clauses. However sufficient detail has been included in the book to
enable it to be used on its own by those learning the design principles who may not have access to
Eurocode 7. For example, the values of the partial factors and the principal equations given in Eurocode 7
have been included and these are used in the design examples in this book. To assist the reader, the
numbering, layout and titles of the chapters closely follow those presented in Eurocode 7.
Model Uncertainties in Foundation Design - Chong Tang 2021-03-17
Model Uncertainties in Foundation Design is unique in the compilation of the largest and the most diverse
load test databases to date, covering many foundation types (shallow foundations, spudcans, driven piles,
drilled shafts, rock sockets and helical piles) and a wide range of ground conditions (soil to soft rock). All
databases with names prefixed by NUS are available upon request. This book presents a comprehensive
evaluation of the model factor mean (bias) and coefficient of variation (COV) for ultimate and serviceability
limit state based on these databases. These statistics can be used directly for AASHTO LRFD calibration.
Besides load test databases, performance databases for other geo-structures and their model factor
statistics are provided. Based on this extensive literature survey, a practical three-tier scheme for
classifying the model uncertainty of geo-structures according to the model factor mean and COV is
proposed. This empirically grounded scheme can underpin the calibration of resistance factors as a function
of the degree of understanding – a concept already adopted in the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code
and being considered for the new draft for Eurocode 7 Part 1 (EN 1997-1:202x). The helical pile research in
Chapter 7 was recognised by the 2020 ASCE Norman Medal.
FOUNDATION ENGINEERING - P. C. VARGHESE 2005-01-01
Foundation Engineering is of prime importance to undergraduate and postgraduate students of civil
engineering as well as to practising engineers. For, there is no construction - be it buildings (government,
commercial and residential), bridges, highways, or dams - that does not draw from the principles and
application of this subject. Unlike many textbooks on Geotechnical Engineering that deal with both Soil
Mechanics and Foundation Engineering, this text gives an exclusive treatment and an indepth analysis of
Foundation Engineering. What distinguishes the text is that it not merely equips the students with the
necessary knowledge for the course and examination, but provides a solid foundation for further practice in
their profession later. In addition, as the book is based on the Codes prescribed by the Bureau of Indian
Standards, students of Indian universities will find it particularly useful. The author is specialized in both
Soil Mechanics and Structural Engineering; he studied Soil Mechanics under the guidance of Prof. Terzaghi
and Prof. Casagrande of Harvard University - the pioneers of the subject. Similarly, he studied Structural
Engineering under Prof. A.L.L. Baker of Imperial College, London, the pioneer of Limit State Design. These
specializations coupled with over 50 years of teaching experience of the author make this text authoritative
and exhaustive. Intended as a text for undergraduate (Civil Engineering) and postgraduate (Geotechnical
Engineering and Structural Engineering) students, the book would also be found highly useful to practising
engineers and young academics teaching the course.
Foundation Engineering Analysis and Design - An-Bin Huang 2017-12-06
One of the core roles of a practising geotechnical engineer is to analyse and design foundations. This
textbook for advanced undergraduates and graduate students covers the analysis, design and construction
of shallow and deep foundations and retaining structures as well as the stability analysis and mitigation of
slopes. It progressively introduces critical state soil mechanics and plasticity theories such as plastic limit
analysis and cavity expansion theories before leading into the theories of foundation, lateral earth pressure
and slope stability analysis. On the engineering side, the book introduces construction and testing methods
used in current practice. Throughout it emphasizes the connection between theory and practice. It prepares
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readers for the more sophisticated non-linear elastic-plastic analysis in foundation engineering which is
commonly used in engineering practice, and serves too as a reference book for practising engineers. A
companion website provides a series of Excel spreadsheet programs to cover all examples included in the
book, and PowerPoint lecture slides and a solutions manual for lecturers. Using Excel, the relationships
between the input parameters and the design and analysis results can be seen. Numerical values of
complex equations can be calculated quickly. non-linearity and optimization can be brought in more easily
to employ functioned numerical methods. And sophisticated methods can be seen in practice, such as p-y
curve for laterally loaded piles and flexible retaining structures, and methods of slices for slope stability
analysis.
The Foundation Engineering Handbook - Manjriker Gunaratne 2006-01-13
Great strides have been made in the art of foundation design during the last two decades. In situ testing,
site improvement techniques, the use of geogrids in the design of retaining walls, modified ACI codes, and
ground deformation modeling using finite elements are but a few of the developments that have
significantly advanced foundation engineering in recent years. What has been lacking, however, is a
comprehensive reference for foundation engineers that incorporates these state-of-the-art concepts and
techniques. The Foundation Engineering Handbook fills that void. It presents both classical and state-ofthe-art design and analysis techniques for earthen structures, and covers basic soil mechanics and soil and
groundwater modeling concepts along with the latest research results. It addresses isolated and shallow
footings, retaining structures, and modern methods of pile construction monitoring, as well as stability
analysis and ground improvement methods. The handbook also covers reliability-based design and LRFD
(Load Resistance Factor Design)-concepts not addressed in most foundation engineering texts. Easy-tofollow numerical design examples illustrate each technique. Along with its unique, comprehensive
coverage, the clear, concise discussions and logical organization of The Foundation Engineering Handbook
make it the one quick reference every practitioner and student in the field needs.
Methods of Foundation Engineering - Z. Bažant 2014-08-28
Methods of Foundation Engineering covers the theory, analysis, and practice of foundation engineering, as
well as its soil mechanics and structural design aspects and principles. The book is divided into five parts
encompassing 21 chapters. Part A is of an introductory character and presents a brief review of the various
types of foundation structures used in civil engineering and their historical development. Part B provides
the theoretical fundamentals of soil and rock mechanics, which are of importance for foundation design.
Part C deals with the design of the footing area of spread footings and discusses the shallow foundation
methods. Part D describes the methods of deep foundations, while Part E is devoted to special foundation
methods. Each chapter in Parts C to E starts with an introduction containing a synopsis of the matter being
discussed and giving suggestions as to the choice of a suitable method of foundation. This is followed by a
description of the methods generally used in practice. Simple analyses of structures, presented at the
conclusion of each chapter, can be carried out by a pocket calculator. This book will prove useful to
practicing civil and design engineers.
Foundation Design: Principles and Practices - Donald P. Coduto 2013-10-03
For undergraduate/graduate-level foundation engineering courses. Covers the subject matter thoroughly
and systematically, while being easy to read. Emphasizes a thorough understanding of concepts and terms
before proceeding with analysis and design, and carefully integrates the principles of foundation
engineering with their application to practical design problems.
Design of Foundation Systems - N. P. Kurian 2005
This textbook first published in 1992 now appearing in its third edition retains the best features from the
earlier editions and adds significantly to the contents, which include developments in the 1990s.
Geotechnical Engineering - John N. Cernica 1994-10-19
Combines a thorough theoretical presentation with the practical aspects of foundation design. The first
three chapters offer a condensed version of the basic elements of soil mechanics. The remaining chapters
deal with the design of diverse types of foundation components, retaining structures and site improvement.
New topics include: drilled piers in rock, sheet-pile design graphs, underpinning, in place density test, and
geoenvironmental improvements. Contains numerous photographs and example problems which
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demonstrate various procedures in problem solving. Includes several open-ended case studies representing
actual data from the author's own projects.
Construction in Geotechnical Engineering - Madhavi Latha Gali 2020-09-12
This volume comprises select papers presented during the Indian Geotechnical Conference 2018. This
volume discusses construction challenges and issues in geotechnical engineering. The contents cover
foundation design and analysis, issues related to geotechnical structures, including dams, retaining walls,
embankments and pavements, and rock mechanics and construction in rocks and rocky environments.
Many of the papers discuss live case studies related to important geotechnical engineering projects
worldwide, providing useful insights into the realistic designs and constructions. This volume will be of
interest to students, researchers and practitioners alike.
Foundation Engineering: Geotechnical Principles and Practical Applications - Richard L. Handy 2020-03-20
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for
quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product. Master the art and
science of foundation engineering This civil engineering textbook shows how geotechnical theory connects
with the design and construction of today’s foundations. Foundation Engineering: Geotechnical Principles
and Practical Applications shows how to perform critical calculations, apply the newest ground modification
technologies, engineer and build effective foundations, and monitor performance and safety. Written by a
recognized expert in the field, the book covers both shallow and deep foundations. Real-world case studies
and practice problems help reinforce key information. Coverage includes: • Soil classification, clay, and
minerals • Moisture content and unit weight • Shear strength • Consolidation • Terzagi’s eureka moment •
Shallow foundations, stress distribution, and settlement • Flow nets, seepage, and dewatering • Slope
stability • Deep foundations • Ground modification • Retaining walls and wall friction • Empirical tests •
Field monitoring • Ethics and legal issues
Foundation Analysis and Design - Joseph E. Bowles 1997
The revision of this best-selling text for a junior/senior course in Foundation Analysis and Design now
includes an IBM computer disk containing 16 compiled programs together with the data sets used to
produce the output sheets, as well as new material on sloping ground, pile and pile group analysis, and
procedures for an improved anlysis of lateral piles. Bearing capacity analysis has been substantially revised
for footings with horizontal as well as vertical loads. Footing design for overturning now incorporates the
use of the same uniform linear pressure concept used in ascertaining the bearing capacity. Increased
emphasis is placed on geotextiles for retaining walls and soil nailing.
Theoretical Foundation Engineering - B.M. Das 2012-12-02
Theoretical Foundation Engineering provides up-to-date, state-of-the-art reviews of the existing literature
on lateral earth pressure, sheet pile walls, ultimate bearing capacity of shallow foundations, holding
capacity of plate and helical anchors in sand and clay, and slope stability analysis. The discussion of the
ultimate bearing capacity of shallow foundations is the most comprehensive presentation on the subject to
be found anywhere, and the review of earth anchors is unique to this book. In addition, each chapter
includes several topics which have never appeared in any other book. The treatment is primarily theoretical
and does not in any way compete with existing foundation design books. This is the only textbook of its
kind. Not only will it be welcomed by teachers and first-year graduate students of geotechnical engineering,
but it will be a useful reference for graduate students and consultants in the the field, as well as being a
valuable addition to any civil engineering library.
Essentials of Soil Mechanics and Foundations - David F. McCarthy 2007
"Essentials of Soil Mechanics and Foundations: Basic Geotechnics, 7/e" provides a clear, detailed
presentation of soil mechanics: the background and basics, the engineering properties and behavior of soil
deposits, and the application of soil mechanics theories. This new edition features a separate chapter on
earthquakes, a more logical organization, and new material relating to pile foundations design and
construction and soil permeability. It's rich applications, well illustrated examples, end-of-chapter problems
and detailed explanations make it an excellent reference for practicing engineers, architects, geologists,
environmental specialists, and more! Covers new developments in geotechnical topics such as: Soil
Properties and Analyses Pile Foundation Design and Testing Micropiles Soil Nail Walls Launched Soil Nails
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Soil Improvment Includes a more extensive scope of topics and clear, well developed presentations.
Emphasizes how subject material can be used in the field. An excellent reference for practicing engineers,
architects, geologists, environmental specialists and construction materials testing laboratories.
SOIL MECHANICS and FOUNDATION DESIGN - Liiban A. Affi 2013-10-10
Full-scale Testing and Foundation Design - Mohamad H. Hussein 2012
Foundations on Expansive Soils - Fu Hua Chen 2012-12-02
Foundations on Expansive Soils provides the practicing engineer with a summary of the state-of-the-art of
expansive soils and practical solutions based on the author's experience. The book is organized into two
parts. Part I deals with theory and practice, and summarizes some of the theoretical physical properties of
expansive soils. It also discusses various techniques employed to found structures on expansive soils such
as drilled pier foundation, mat foundation, moisture control, soil replacement, and chemical stabilization.
Topics covered include the origin, mineralogical composition, and the basic structure of expansive soils; the
migration of water, swelling potential, and swelling pressure; site investigations and laboratory testing;
moisture control; and soil stabilization. Part II presents case studies on the following: distress caused by
pier uplift; distress caused by the improper design and construction of a drilled pier foundation system;
distress caused by heaving of footing pad and floor slab; distress caused by heaving of continuous footings;
and distress caused by a rise of ground water.
Foundation Design - N. S. V. Kamesware Rao 2010-12-30
In Foundation Design: Theory and Practice, Professor N. S. V. Kameswara Rao covers the key aspects of the
subject, including principles of testing, interpretation, analysis, soil-structure interaction modeling,
construction guidelines, and applications to rational design. Rao presents a wide array of numerical
methods used in analyses so that readers can employ and adapt them on their own. Throughout the book
the emphasis is on practical application, training readers in actual design procedures using the latest codes
and standards in use throughout the world. Presents updated design procedures in light of revised codes
and standards, covering: American Concrete Institute (ACI) codes Eurocode 7 Other British Standard-based
codes including Indian codes Provides background materials for easy understanding of the topics, such as:
Code provisions for reinforced concrete Pile design and construction Machine foundations and construction
practices Tests for obtaining the design parameters Features subjects not covered in other foundation
design texts: Soil-structure interaction approaches using analytical, numerical, and finite element methods
Analysis and design of circular and annular foundations Analysis and design of piles and groups subjected
to general loads and movements Contains worked out examples to illustrate the analysis and design
Provides several problems for practice at the end of each chapter Lecture materials for instructors
available on the book's companion website Foundation Design is designed for graduate students in civil
engineering and geotechnical engineering. The book is also ideal for advanced undergraduate students,
contractors, builders, developers, heavy machine manufacturers, and power plant engineers. Students in
mechanical engineering will find the chapter on machine foundations helpful for structural engineering
applications. Companion website for instructor resources: www.wiley.com/go/rao
Principles of Foundation Engineering - Braja M. Das 2018-10-03
Master the core concepts and applications of foundation analysis and design with Das/Sivakugan’s bestselling PRINCIPLES OF FOUNDATION ENGINEERING, 9th Edition. Written specifically for those studying
undergraduate civil engineering, this invaluable resource by renowned authors in the field of geotechnical
engineering provides an ideal balance of today's most current research and practical field applications. A
wealth of worked-out examples and figures clearly illustrate the work of today's civil engineer, while timely
information and insights help readers develop the critical skills needed to properly apply theories and
analysis while evaluating soils and foundation design. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Modern Applications of Geotechnical Engineering and Construction - Mahdi O. Karkush 2020-12-21
p="" This book contains select papers from the International Conference on Geotechnical Engineering Iraq
discussing the challenges, opportunities, and problems of application of geotechnical engineering in
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will prove a valuable resource for practicing engineers and researchers in the field of geotechnical
engineering, structural engineering, and construction and management of projects. ^
Foundation Analysis and Design - Joseph E. Bowles 1996

projects. The contents cover a wide spectrum of themes in geotechnical engineering, including but not
limited to sustainability & geotechnical engineering, modeling of foundations & slope stability, seismic
analysis & soil mechanics, construction materials, and construction & management of projects. This volume
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